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QM/MM for Metals
Hot or not: An embedding technique for metallic systems makes
it possible to model energy dissipation into substrate phonons
during surface chemical reactions from first principles. Applica-
tion to O2 dissociation at Pd(100) predicts translationally “hot”
oxygen adsorbates as a consequence of the released adsorp-
tion energy (ca. 2.6 eV). This questions the instant thermaliza-
tion of reaction enthalpies generally assumed in heterogeneous
catalysis modeling.
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Abstract: We present an embedding technique for
metallic systems that makes it possible to model energy
dissipation into substrate phonons during surface chem-
ical reactions from first principles. The separation of
chemical and elastic contributions to the interaction po-
tential provides a quantitative description of both elec-
tronic and phononic band structure. Application to the
dissociation of O2 at Pd(100) predicts translationally
“hot” oxygen adsorbates as a consequence of the re-
leased adsorption energy (ca. 2.6 eV). This finding ques-
tions the instant thermalization of reaction enthalpies
generally assumed in models of heterogeneous catalysis.
Exothermic surface chemical reactions may easily re-
lease several electron volts of energy. Though sizable
in view of potential microscopic dissipation channels,
the prevalent picture in chemical kinetics is that this en-
ergy is quasi-instantaneously thermalized, ultimately into
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phononic degrees of freedom. This motivates theoretical
treatments on the level of a local temperature and sepa-
rates the continuous chemical motion into rare-event se-
quences of thermal reactions. The resulting Markovian
state-to-state hopping underlies, for example, all present-
day microkinetic formulations in heterogeneous cataly-
sis. [1,2] The validation of this picture would require de-
tailed insight into the energy-conversion process at the in-
terface. To date this is limited at best, and if at all cen-
tered on reactions at well-defined single-crystal surfaces
in ultrahigh vacuum. For a prototypical model reaction
like the dissociative adsorption of O2 molecules scanning-
tunneling microscopy experiments have suggested the
formation of so-called “hot adatoms” on several metal
surfaces. [3–6] As a consequence of the released chemical
energy, this transient mobility thus intricately couples the
elementary reaction steps of dissociation and diffusion.
As the experimental quest to generate molecular movies
of such reactions is still ongoing, theory has been chal-
lenged to elucidate the equilibration dynamics of this pro-
cess. [7–9] Here, the bond breaking and making in highly
corrugated surface potentials dictates computationally de-
manding quantum mechanical (QM) treatments, in par-
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ticular periodic boundary condition (PBC) supercell ap-
proaches to adequately describe the delocalized (surface)
metallic band structure. [2] Complementing this with a
quantitative account of substrate phonons has been cited
one of the major conceptual problems in contemporary
gas-surface dynamical modeling. [10–12] Current state-of-
the-art ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations
allow for such substrate mobility, but only within compu-
tationally tractable supercells and slab models compris-
ing a few surface lattice constants and layers. In con-
trast, a simple estimate of the phonon propagation dis-
tance in metals according to the speed of sound yields
tens of lattice constants per pico second in each direc-
tion. Consequently, self-standing AIMD does not provide
an accurate reference as unphysical phonon reflections at
the PBCs would unavoidably falsify the picosecond-scale
adsorbate equilibration dynamics and energy dissipation
would be limited to the finite slab thickness. Extending
the size of the phononic bath by embedding a QM “hot
reaction zone” into a molecular mechanics (MM) envi-
ronment described with classical interatomic potentials
(CIPs) would be desirable. Unfortunately, QM/MM em-
bedding as routinely employed in biomolecular or mate-
rials modeling [13–15] is not directly applicable to adsor-
bate dynamics on metal (Me) surfaces, as the introduction
of finite QM clusters destroys the proper description of
the metallic band structure. In this letter, we present a
novel approach coined ’QM/Me’ that overcomes this lim-
itation by separating the chemical and elastic contribu-
tions in the QM interaction potential. By applying this
approach to the “hot adatom” problem of O2 dissociation
at Pd(100), we can study the equilibration of the dissoci-
ation products. By comparison with conventional AIMD,
we prove a huge substrate bath to be essential for a cor-
rect description of the energy release. Observing a con-
comitant transient mobility of both O adatom fragments
over several lattice constants during the heat dissipation,
we thereby provide first-principles support for the experi-
mentally based notion of “hot adatom”.
Any embedding scheme tries to improve the descrip-
tion of an interaction locally inside an embedded region.
As such it must carefully consider the interaction across
the boundary of the latter, [16,17] exploiting that the com-
ponent of the interaction requiring the higher-level de-
scription is short-ranged and thus contained within its fi-
nite extent. In the case of adsorbate dynamics at metal
surfaces, it is the strong chemical adsorbate-substrate
and adsorbate-adsorbate interactions that require a higher-
level (QM) description so that their complicated many-
body nature is correctly accounted for, in particular when
bonds are being broken. These components are in prin-
ciple [18] and in practice [19] often short-ranged up to ex-
ponentially fast decay. As the progressing chemical re-
action may lead to lattice deformations, in QM calcula-
tions this component is, however, mingled with a second
component in form of elastic substrate-substrate interac-
tions. For metallic systems, these elastic interactions are
long-ranged as their pairwise contributions typically only
slowly decrease as some inverse power of interatomic dis-
tance. [18] On the other hand, these elastic interactions are
already accurately described by many-body CIPs. [20,21] In
QM/Me we thus construct an interatomic potential that
disentangles the two types of interactions and implicitly
takes care of dealing with the QM/MM boundary:
V QM/Me(R) = V Me(Rbath) + (1)[
EQM(Rslab ∪ Rads)− EQM(Rslab)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
V ∆QM(Rslab ∪Rads)
.
where the coordinate sets R, Rbath, Rslab and Rads are de-
fined as
Rads = {RX |X ∈ adsorbate atoms in embedding cell}
Rslab = {RM |M ∈ metal atoms in embedding cell}
Renv = {RM |M ∈ metal atoms in environment}
Rbath = {RM |M ∈ bath} = Rslab ∪ Renv
R = {RI | I ∈ model} = Rbath ∪ Rads .
Both Equations (1) and the definitions given by Equa-
tions (2) are illustrated in Figure 1. V ∆QM is obtained
from two QM calculations within identical PBC super-
cells defined by what we henceforth term the embedding
cell: One QM calculation includes the adsorbate atoms
while the other does not, and the positions of the substrate
atoms are identical in both cases.
By forming the difference of the two QM calculations,
contributions of elastic interactions in the metal substrate
are canceled, leaving the specific chemical adsorbate-
substrate and adsorbate-adsorbate interactions intended
to be described on a QM level. The contribution of
elastic substrate-substrate interaction is supplied by V Me,
which denotes an energy from a large bath-like MM re-
gion described at the level of many-body CIPs. Equa-
tion (1) bears similarities to the ONIOM scheme of Mo-
rokuma and coworkers, [22] but avoids the construction of
finite QM clusters entirely by treating the embedded re-
gion twice at the same level of theory. This crucial dif-
ference exploiting the short-rangedness of V ∆QM avoids
boundary effects and yields a quantum mechanical many-
body augmentation of the CIP V Me that fully captures the
chemistry of bond breaking and making.
We illustrate the QM/Me embedding scheme with
the application to the dissociative adsorption of O2 at
Pd(100), where “hot adatom” motion has also been sus-
pected. [23–26] While the competition of phononic and
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Figure 1: (color online). Schematic illustration of the QM/Me embedding scheme defined by Equation (1). A tractable
embedding cell for the periodic QM calculations is indicated in blue (3-layer slab formed out of a 3 × 8 multiple of
the primitive surface unit cell). Pd atoms (Rslab) and the O2 molecule (Rads) contained therein are shown in gray and
red, respectively. In the left part, a few additional Pd atoms forming the environment part (Renv) of the bath (Rbath) are
indicated in transparent black (see text for definitions). In the upper right part, the force fields resulting from the two
QM calculations in Equation (1) acting on Pd and O atoms, and , are visualized by black and red arrows, respectively,
for a snapshot at t = 250 fs along the O2@Pd(100) QM/Me-MD trajectory discussed in the text. Resulting forces F∆QMI
are shown below, illustrating the fast decay of the force differences with increasing distance from the adsorbates that
is exploited in QM/Me.
electronic dissipation channels during such adsorbate dy-
namics is currently under heavy debate, [12,27–29] our pre-
vious work for this specific system has allowed us to ob-
tain a first-principles based estimate of the energy loss
into electron-hole pair excitations of less than 5% of the
total chemisorption energy. [30] In the following, we there-
fore focus on an accurate description of the phononic dis-
sipation channel as a very important, if not dominant part
of the dissipation dynamics. Nevertheless, we note that
this by no means excludes future use of the interaction
potential given by Equation (1) in an electronically non-
adiabatic context. Within an approach based on density-
functional theory (DFT) and neural network interpola-
tion, [31] we first analyze the initial gas-surface dynam-
ics up to distances from the surface where the frozen-
surface approximation is still valid. As we will describe
in detail elsewhere, [32] this shows that the surface poten-
tial steers essentially all O2 molecules in particular with
thermally distributed impingement velocities into one ex-
tremely dominant entrance channel, in which they ap-
proach the surface side-on and with their center of mass
above a fourfold hollow site. For the present context this
thus defines suitable initial conditions for a QM/Me-based
molecular dynamics (MD) trajectory evaluating the ensu-
ing dissociation dynamics and energy dissipation into the
mobile substrate.
The effective separation of short-ranged chemical and
long-ranged elastic interactions achieved in QM/Me, and
the concomitant fast decay of the difference forces F∆QMI
towards the cell boundaries is demonstrated in the right
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Figure 2: (color online). a) Energy dissipation during the
O2@Pd(100) QM/Me-MD trajectory based on the embed-
ding cell shown in Figure 1, which is centered in a bath
of 125,000 atoms described by V Me (3 × 8 multiple of
the primitive surface unit cell, 3 layers). The kinetic en-
ergy of the adsorbates Ekin(R˙ads) (thin red line), of all Pd
atoms Ekin(R˙bath) (thick gray line) and of the those in the
QM/Me embedding cell Ekin(R˙slab) (dashed blue line) are
plotted as a function of time. Ekin(R˙bath)−Ekin(R˙slab) (gray)
is a measure for the dissipated heat. We emphasize that
the total energy is well conserved within our QM/Me em-
bedding scheme and provide a detailed discussion in the
supporting material. b) Separation distance d of the O
atoms in units of the surface lattice constant a100Pd (see top
view inset in (a)) as obtained with QM/Me (solid red line)
as well as AIMD with a mobile (dashed orange line) and
a frozen surface (dotted green line).
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part of Figure 1. A quantitative analysis is provided in the
supporting material, together with technical details of our
implementation. While this validates the QM/Me idea,
Figure 2 (a) underscores the importance of the properly
described heat dissipation into the bath: About 1.5 ps after
the initial O2 bond dissociation phonons have propagated
about 80% of initially released 2.6 eV chemisorption en-
ergy (at DFT-PBE level) outside the embedding cell. In
other words, conventional AIMD simulations based on
such a supercell alone would fail to capture the vast ma-
jority of the dissipated heat already on that time scale.
This also has important consequences for the actual ad-
sorbate dynamics. Figure 2 (b) shows that the motion
of the two oxygen adatoms immediately after the disso-
ciation of their parent O2 molecule is characterized by a
largely increasing distance, that is, indeed a “hot adatom”
motion over several Pd surface unit cells. Starting from
the identical initial conditions and using the QM/Me em-
bedding cell as PBC supercell for conventional AIMD tra-
jectories obtained within the same MD setup yield signifi-
cantly different results also plotted in Figure 2(b) for both
a mobile and a frozen surface. The “hot adatom” mo-
tion is thus intricately influenced by the description of the
energy uptake and dissipation into the substrate. Clearly,
the thermalization process is not instantaneous on the time
scale of the actual adsorbate dynamics. According to the
barrier of 300 meV (DFT-PBE) or even more [23,24,26] for
the hollow-bridge-hollow diffusion path followed by the
O adatoms, transition state theory would estimate indi-
vidual thermal diffusive hops at room temperature to take
place over time scales of microseconds or even longer.
Instead, we observe a transient mobility over several lat-
tice constants within 1.5 ps. Standard Markovian state-
to-state dynamics decoupling dissociation and diffusion
thus introduces an error of more than six orders of magni-
tude. Should reactions with other adsorbates in the vicin-
ity of the O2 impingement point also be stimulated this
way, further paradigm shifts would be required to accom-
modate such “hot chemistry”, for example, in our current
understanding of heterogeneous catalysis. QM/Me will
enable to address these aspects in systematic future stud-
ies, where then also acquisition of trajectory statistics us-
ing dynamically adapted embedding cells will play a key
role. We envision QM/Me to soon become a useful ad-
dition to prevalent Langevin approaches to (gas-)surface
dynamics [10,12,33,34] since it is coming at essentially the
same computational cost as AIMD as far as relevant for
such sampling: it will allow to validate heat bath assump-
tions therein and provide a first-principles route to deter-
mining their effective materials parameters. A detailed
atomistic understanding of the influence of surface tem-
perature and underlying phonon dynamics is thus finally
in reach.
In summary, we have presented the novel QM/Me em-
bedding approach that overcomes the inapplicability of
conventional QM/MM embedding to metallic systems.
Our application to the highly exothermic O2 dissociation
on Pd(100) has made it possible to investigate the dissi-
pation of the adsorption energy from first-principles for
the first time, and predicts the formation of “hot adatoms”
for this system. This paves the way for a deeper un-
derstanding of the complex interaction dynamics of ad-
sorbates with phonons beyond the harmonic approxima-
tion and under non-equilibrium conditions – thus allow-
ing to gauge assumptions about energy sinks made in
model Hamiltonians used to describe such kind of non-
equilibrium dynamics. Within a multi-scale modeling
philosophy, this offers an interesting perspective of a more
detailed atomistic understanding of energy conversion at
interfaces in general. In addition to adsorbate dynamics,
QM/Me is generally suitable for application to any prob-
lem that involves long-range elastic effects and breaks
translational symmetry in a metallic system, for example,
also bulk defects. We envision its central idea of how
to achieve an effective localization of adsorbate–substrate
interactions also to be stimulating and beneficial for the
development of future many-body interatomic potentials.
Keywords: ab initio molecular dynamics • embedding
• energy dissipation • hot adatoms • oxygen adsorption
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